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With the rise in the research relating to Artificial Intelligence along with the growing con-
cern of everyday road accidents due to human error, the research pertaining to Autono-
mous Vehicles has been soaring to new highs. However, this technology in its current form 
has serious limitations such as restricted use during adverse conditions (such as snow), 
inability to identify manual traffic instructions, abnormal traffic behaviours etc. This is 
one of the reasons that even the vehicles with most autonomous features, exhibit only a 
Level 2 or Level 3 of driving automation. Hence, in order to reach further levels of auto-
mation, it may be useful to create a symbiotic technology between autonomous vehicles 
and traffic control models. This thesis work will work as an elementary stepping stone to 
create such a symbiosis by identifying a Lane Following Model using Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks. Specifically, a Behavioural Cloning Model along with a Road Classification 
Model is developed in order to mimic human driving characteristics which ideally works 
independent of lane markings and to regulate this driving characteristics by reading road 
signs with satisfactory levels of accuracy.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
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2.1 Traditional Computer Vision 
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2.1.1 Vanishing Point Based Boundary and Region Extraction 
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2.2 Machine Learning  
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2.2.2 Convolutional Neural Network 
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2.3 Selection of a Methodology 
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3.4 Pre-processing Images 
'
!( '*:09+J( -&$&#+$( '&4( /&<+( 6:&E+#( "+9*4E64E( $*( &( 0&%$6'59&%( '9&##[( "5$( &$( -6RR+%+4$(
0+%#0+'$6<+#[(&4E9+#(*%(,6$/(-6RR+%+4$(95:64*#6$G(9+<+9#(`#5'/(&#(6:&E+#(R%*:(-&G$6:+(&4-(
46E/$( $6:+a7(C/6#(4*4(546R*%:6$G( '&4( $%6'P( $/+(:*-+9( 64$*(*<+%R6$$64E7(W+4'+[( 64(*%-+%( $*(
5$696#+(6:&E+#(R%*:('*:09+J(&4-(#+%6&96#+-(-&$&#+$#(96P+($/+(Z+%:&4(C%&RR6'(#6E4(-&$&#+$[(6$(
6#(6:0*%$&4$($*(0%+U0%*'+##($/+(-&$&(64(*%-+%($*(E+4+%&96#+($/+(-&$&($*(&##5%+("+$$+%(9+&%464E(










2.! def equalize(img): 
3.!     img = cv2.equalizeHist(img) 
4.!     return img 
17! img = grayscale(X_train[1000])(
(
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2.! def equalize(img): 
3.!     img = cv2.equalizeHist(img) 
4.!     return img 
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3.5 LeNET Implementation 
(











Layer (type)                 Output Shape              Param #    
================================================================= 
conv2d_3 (Conv2D)            (None, 28, 28, 30)        780        
_________________________________________________________________ 
max_pooling2d_3 (MaxPooling2 (None, 14, 14, 30)        0          
_________________________________________________________________ 
conv2d_4 (Conv2D)            (None, 12, 12, 15)        4065       
_________________________________________________________________ 
max_pooling2d_4 (MaxPooling2 (None, 6, 6, 15)          0          
_________________________________________________________________ 
flatten_2 (Flatten)          (None, 540)               0          
_________________________________________________________________ 
dense_3 (Dense)              (None, 500)               270500     
_________________________________________________________________ 
dropout_2 (Dropout)          (None, 500)               0          
_________________________________________________________________ 
dense_4 (Dense)              (None, 43)                21543      
================================================================= 
Total params: 296,888 
Trainable params: 296,888 


























#+$( $/%*5E/( $/+( +4$6%+( %54( *R( $%&6464E( $/+( :*-+9( &#( $/+( $%&6464E( &''5%&'G( #5%0&##+-( $/+(
<&96-&$6*4(&''5%&'G("+$,++4($/+($/6%-(&4-(R*5%$/(+0*'/7(C/6#(6#(/+4'+(&('&#+(*R(*<+%R6$$64E7(
!4(+<+4(9*,+%(&''5%&'G(%&$+(*R(*49G(Y171u(,&#(&'/6+<+-(,/+4($/+(:*-+9(,&#(+<&95&$+-(
,6$/( $/+( $+#$64E( -&$&( #+$7( W+4'+( 6$( ,&#( 4+'+##&%G( $*( :&P+( '/&4E+#( 64( $/+( '5%%+4$(
6:09+:+4$&$6*4(*R(L+OIC(:*-+97((
(
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'*4<*95$6*4&9( 9&G+%#( $*(SM(&4-(?M( 64(-+0$/7( (N*5"964E( $/+(#6b+(*R( $/+( R+&$5%+(:&0(4+&%9G(
-*5"9+-($/+(45:"+%(*R($%&6464E(0&%&:+$+%#(64($/+('*:05$&$6*4($*(BKY[Q??7((
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Layer (type)                 Output Shape              Param #    
================================================================= 
conv2d_3 (Conv2D)            (None, 28, 28, 60)        1560       
_________________________________________________________________ 
conv2d_4 (Conv2D)            (None, 24, 24, 60)        90060      
_________________________________________________________________ 
max_pooling2d_3 (MaxPooling2 (None, 12, 12, 60)        0          
_________________________________________________________________ 
conv2d_5 (Conv2D)            (None, 10, 10, 30)        16230      
_________________________________________________________________ 
conv2d_6 (Conv2D)            (None, 8, 8, 30)          8130       
_________________________________________________________________ 
max_pooling2d_4 (MaxPooling2 (None, 4, 4, 30)          0          
_________________________________________________________________ 
flatten_2 (Flatten)          (None, 480)               0          
_________________________________________________________________ 
dense_3 (Dense)              (None, 500)               240500     
_________________________________________________________________ 
dropout_2 (Dropout)          (None, 500)               0          
_________________________________________________________________ 
dense_4 (Dense)              (None, 43)                21543      
================================================================= 
Total params: 378,023 
Trainable params: 378,023 
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-6-(4*$( #6E46R6'&4$9G("**#$( $/+(<&96-&$6*4(&''5%&'G(&#(,+99(&#( 6$( '/&4E+-( R%*:(YK7M?u($*(
YK7KSu7(C/6#(%+#59$(6#(54-+%#$&4-&"9+7(F+'&5#+($/+(-%*0*5$(9&G+%(,&#(09&'+-(&R$+%($/+(R+&$5%+(
+J$%&'$6*4( #+E:+4$( *R( $/+( :*-+9[( "G( #,6$'/64E( *RR( /&9R( *R( $/+( 4*-+#( $/&$( -+96<+%+-(
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from keras.preprocessing.image import ImageDataGenerator 
  
datagen = ImageDataGenerator(width_shift_range=0.1, 
                            height_shift_range=0.1, 
                            zoom_range=0.2, 
                            shear_range=0.1, 


























Chapter 4: Model for Mimicking Human Driving Pattern 
using Behavioural Cloning 
'






















4.1.1 Polynomial Regression 
(
8*9G4*:6&9(H+E%+##6*4(6#(5#+-($*(0%+-6'$('*4$645*5#(<&95+#(&'%*##(&('*4$645*5#(#0+'$%5:(*R(
-&$&7( 34( #$&$6#$6'#[( 0*9G4*:6&9( %+E%+##6*4( 6#( &( R*%:( *R( 964+&%( %+E%+##6*4( 64( ,/6'/( $/+(
%+9&$6*4#/60("+$,++4($/+(64-+0+4-+4$(<&%6&"9+(&4-($/+(-+0+4-+4$(<&%6&"9+(6#(:*-+99+-(&#(&(
0*9G4*:6&9(^?Q_7(C/+(*">+'$6<+(*R($/6#(%+E%+##6*4("&#+-(:*-+9($*(#56$&"9G(R6$($/+(4*4U964+&%(
$%&6464E( -&$&( #+$(,6$/(:646:&9( 9*##[( $/&$( 6#( -+$+%:64+-( "G( $/+(:+&4( #c5&%+-( +#$6:&$+( &#(
R*99*,#2(


















4.1.2 Nvidia Architecture 
(
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4.2 Data Collection 
'
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X_train, X_valid, y_train, y_valid =  

















e496P+( $/+( 0%+<6*5#( H*&-( @G:"*9( .9&##6R6'&$6*4( :*-+9[( &( '5#$*:( -&$&( E+4+%&$*%( ,&#(
-+#6E4+-7( C/+( '5#$*:( -&$&( E+4+%&$*%( ,&#( -+#6E4+-( $*( -+96<+%( &( :*%+( <&%6+-( -&$&#+$( "G(
64$%*-5'64E( 4+,( $%&4#R*%:&$6*4#( &4-( $/+6%( %&4-*:( '*:"64&$6*4#7( C/6#( +4&"9+-( E%+&$+%(
R9+J6"696$G( 64( $%&6464E( $/+(:*-+97()*%( 64#$&4'+[( 6R( $/+(:*-+9( -+<+9*0+-( &(-6%+'$6*4&9( "6&#[(











  zoom = augmenters.Affine(scale=(1, 1.3)) 
  image = zoom.augment_image(image) 









  pan = augmenters.Affine(translate_percent= {"x" : (-0.1, 0.1), "y": (-
0.1, 0.1)}) 
  image = pan.augment_image(image) 












    brightness = augmenters.Multiply((0.2, 1.2)) 
    image = brightness.augment_image(image) 










def img_flip(image, steering_angle): 
    image = cv2.flip(image,1) 
    steering_angle = -steering_angle 













def random_augment(image, steering_angle): 
    image = mpimg.imread(image) 
    if np.random.rand() < 0.5: 
      image = pan(image) 
    if np.random.rand() < 0.5: 
      image = zoom(image) 
    if np.random.rand() < 0.5: 
      image = img_brightness(image) 
    if np.random.rand() < 0.5: 
      image, steering_angle = img_flip(image, steering_angle) 
     
















































     
    img = img[60:135,:,:] 
    img = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_RGB2YUV) 
    img = cv2.GaussianBlur(img,  (3, 3), 0) 
    img = cv2.resize(img, (200, 66)) 
    img = img/255 
 











&9#*( 6:0*%$&4$( $*( %+096'&$+( $/+( "&$'/( E+4+%&$6*4( R+&$5%+7( C/6#( R+&$5%+( +4&"9+#( -&$&(
&5E:+4$&$6*4(64(%+&9($6:+(64(&(R6J+-(#&:09+(#6b+7(!#(:+:*%G("+'*:+#('%6$6'&99G(6:0*%$&4$(
R*%("6E(&4-('*:096'&$+-(-&$&#+$#[(96P+($/+(*4+(5#+-(64($/6#(:*-+9(`3:&E+(#6b+#(&%+(?=MJ1SMa[(




9*E6'(*R( $/6#( R54'$6*4[( 6$(,&#( 6:0*%$&4$( $*('%+&$+(&(F**9+&4('*4-6$6*4( 64(*%-+%( $*(0%+<+4$(
&5E:+4$&$6*4(*R(<&96-&$6*4(-&$&7(!(%&4-*:(6:&E+(&9*4E(,6$/($/+(#$++%64E(-&$&(6#('&99+-(R%*:(
$/+(-&$&#+$("G($/+(R54'$6*47(C/+(R54'$6*4($/+4('/+'P#(,/+$/+%(6$("+9*4E#($*($/+(<&96-&$6*4(*%(
$%&6464E( -&$&#+$7( 3R( $/+( -&$&( +4$%G( "+9*4E#( $*( $/+( $%&6464E( -&$&[( 6$( '&99#( $/+( &5E:+4$&$6*4(
R54'$6*4(&4-(&5E:+4$#($/+(6:&E+#(&4-($/+4(#5"#+c5+4$9G('&99#($/+(0%+U0%*'+##64E(R54'$6*47(
34('&#+($/+(%&4-*:9G('&99+-(-&$&#+$(+4$%G(6#(R%*:($/+(<&96-&$6*4(-&$&#+$[(6$(#6:09G(0&##+#($/+(





def batch_generator(image_paths, steering_ang, batch_size, istraining): 
 
while True: 
  batch_img = [] 
  batch_steering = [] 
 
   for i in range(batch_size): 
    random_index = random.randint(0, len(image_paths) - 1) 
 
    if istraining: 
       im, steering = random_augment(image_paths[random_index], 
                      steering_ang[random_index]) 
 
    else: 
       im = mpimg.imread(image_paths[random_index]) 
            steering = steering_ang[random_index] 
 
    im = img_preprocess(im) 
    batch_img.append(im) 






4.7 Implementing NVIDIA model 
'
C/+(:*-+9(,&#("569$( "&#+-( '*:09+$+9G(*4( $/+(OD3N3!(&%'/6$+'$5%+(-6#'5##+-( 64( #+'$6*4(
T717=7(3$(6#($*("+(4*$+-($/&$($/+(4*%:&96b&$6*4(9&G+%(,&#(*:6$$+-(&#(6$(/&-(&9%+&-G("++4(#+$50(














Layer (type)                 Output Shape              Param #    
================================================================= 
conv2d_16 (Conv2D)           (None, 31, 98, 24)        1824       
_________________________________________________________________ 
conv2d_17 (Conv2D)           (None, 14, 47, 36)        21636      
_________________________________________________________________ 
conv2d_18 (Conv2D)           (None, 5, 22, 48)         43248      
_________________________________________________________________ 
conv2d_19 (Conv2D)           (None, 3, 20, 64)         27712      
_________________________________________________________________ 
conv2d_20 (Conv2D)           (None, 1, 18, 64)         36928      
_________________________________________________________________ 
flatten_3 (Flatten)          (None, 1152)              0          
_________________________________________________________________ 
dense_9 (Dense)              (None, 100)               115300     
_________________________________________________________________ 
dense_10 (Dense)             (None, 50)                5050       
_________________________________________________________________ 
dense_11 (Dense)             (None, 10)                510        
_________________________________________________________________ 
dense_12 (Dense)             (None, 1)                 11         
================================================================= 
Total params: 252,219 
Trainable params: 252,219 
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-6#*%6+4$&$6*4( 64( $/+( -%6<64E( "+/&<6*5%( *R( $/+( &5$*4*:*5#( '&%( #5'/( &#( '*%4+%64E( *%(
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(
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Appendix 1: Road Symbol Classification model 
!
 





import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import keras 
from keras.models import Sequential 
from keras.optimizers import Adam 
from keras.layers import Dense 
from keras.layers import Flatten, Dropout 
from keras.utils.np_utils import to_categorical 
from keras.layers.convolutional import Conv2D, MaxPooling2D 
import random 
import pickle 








#Unloading data in pickle form to Training, Validation and Testing Sets 
 
with open('german-traffic-signs/train.p', 'rb') as f: 
    train_data = pickle.load(f) 
with open('german-traffic-signs/valid.p', 'rb') as f: 
    val_data = pickle.load(f) 
with open('german-traffic-signs/test.p', 'rb') as f: 
    test_data = pickle.load(f) 
     
X_train, y_train = train_data['features'], train_data['labels'] 
X_val, y_val = val_data['features'], val_data['labels'] 
X_test, y_test = test_data['features'], test_data['labels'] 
  
#Checkpoints for proper unloading of Data  
 
assert(X_train.shape[0] == y_train.shape[0]), "Images is not equal to the 
number of labels." 
assert(X_train.shape[1:] == (32,32,3)), "Images are not 32 x 32 x 3." 
assert(X_val.shape[0] == y_val.shape[0]), "Images is not equal to the number of 
labels." 
assert(X_val.shape[1:] == (32,32,3)), "Images are not 32 x 32 x 3." 
assert(X_test.shape[0] == y_test.shape[0]), "Images is not equal to the number 
of labels." 
assert(X_test.shape[1:] == (32,32,3)), "The images are not 32 x 32 x 3." 
 
#Pre-processing of Images 
 
def grayscale(img): 
    img = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 
    return img 




    img = cv2.equalizeHist(img) 
    return img 
! "##$%&'(!)!*+,-.! !
img = equalize(img) 
 
def preprocess(img): 
    img = grayscale(img) 
    img = equalize(img) 
    img = img/255 
    return img 
   
print(X_train.shape) 
#By converting to grayscale the dimension of the dataset loses the depth 
variable 
#hence manually adding depth layer of 1 
 
X_train = X_train.reshape(34799, 32, 32, 1) 
X_test = X_test.reshape(12630, 32, 32, 1) 




from keras.preprocessing.image import ImageDataGenerator 
  
datagen = ImageDataGenerator(width_shift_range=0.1, 
                            height_shift_range=0.1, 
                            zoom_range=0.2, 
                            shear_range=0.1, 




batches = datagen.flow(X_train, y_train, batch_size = 15) 
X_batch, y_batch = next(batches) 
  
fig, axs = plt.subplots(1, 15, figsize=(20, 5)) 
fig.tight_layout() 
  
for i in range(15): 
    axs[i].imshow(X_batch[i].reshape(32, 32)) 
    axs[i].axis("off") 
  
print(X_batch.shape) 
y_train = to_categorical(y_train, 43) 
y_test = to_categorical(y_test, 43) 
y_val = to_categorical(y_val, 43) 
 
#Model development and training 
 
def modified_model(): 
  model = Sequential() 
  model.add(Conv2D(60, (5, 5), input_shape=(32, 32, 1), activation='relu')) 
  model.add(Conv2D(60, (5, 5), activation='relu')) 
  model.add(MaxPooling2D(pool_size=(2, 2))) 
   
  model.add(Conv2D(30, (3, 3), activation='relu')) 
  model.add(Conv2D(30, (3, 3), activation='relu')) 
  model.add(MaxPooling2D(pool_size=(2, 2))) 
   
  model.add(Flatten()) 
  model.add(Dense(500, activation='relu')) 
  model.add(Dropout(0.5)) 
  model.add(Dense(43, activation='softmax')) 
   
  model.compile(Adam(lr = 0.001), loss='categorical_crossentropy', 
metrics=['accuracy']) 
  return model 
model = modified_model() 
print(model.summary()) 
  
history = model.fit_generator(datagen.flow(X_train, y_train, batch_size=50), 
                            steps_per_epoch=2000, 
! "##$%&'(!)!*+,-.! !
                            epochs=10, 
                            validation_data=(X_val, y_val), shuffle = 1) 
 








#Evaluating model on test data 
 
score = model.evaluate(X_test, y_test, verbose=0) 
print('Test score:', score[0]) 
print('Test accuracy:', score[1])  
 
!









Appendix 2: Behavioural Cloning Model 
!
 
#Obtaining data from the GitHub Repository 
 
!git clone https://github.com/a311994/Thesis 
!ls track 





import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import matplotlib.image as mpimg 
import keras 
from keras.models import Sequential 
from keras.optimizers import Adam 
from keras.layers import Convolution2D, MaxPooling2D, Dropout, Flatten, Dense 
from sklearn.utils import shuffle 
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split 
from imgaug import augmenters as iga 
import cv2 





#Reading imported data 
 
datadir = 'track' 
columns = ['center', 'left', 'right', 'steering', 'throttle', 'reverse', 
'speed'] 
data = pd.read_csv(os.path.join(datadir, 'driving_log.csv'), names = columns) 
 
#Histogram for dislplaying distribution of data 
 
num_bins = 25 
samples_per_bin = 300 
hist, bins = np.histogram(data['steering'], num_bins) 
center = (bins[:-1]+ bins[1:]) * 0.5 




#Removal of excess straight data 
 
print('total data:', len(data)) 
remove_list = [] 
for j in range(num_bins): 
  list_ = [] 
  for i in range(len(data['steering'])): 
    if data['steering'][i] >= bins[j] and data['steering'][i] <= bins[j+1]: 
      list_.append(i) 
  list_ = shuffle(list_) 
  list_ = list_[samples_per_bin:] 






#Histogram of remaining data 
 
hist, _ = np.histogram(data['steering'], (num_bins)) 





#Removal of speed, throttle and reverse data columns 
 
print(data.iloc[1]) 
def load_img_steering(datadir, df): 
  image_path = [] 
  steering = [] 
  for i in range(len(data)): 
    indexed_data = data.iloc[i] 
    center, left, right = indexed_data[0], indexed_data[1], indexed_data[2] 
    image_path.append(os.path.join(datadir, center.strip())) 
    steering.append(float(indexed_data[3])) 
    # left image append 
    image_path.append(os.path.join(datadir,left.strip())) 
    steering.append(float(indexed_data[3])+0.15) 
    # right image append 
    image_path.append(os.path.join(datadir,right.strip())) 
    steering.append(float(indexed_data[3])-0.15) 
  image_paths = np.asarray(image_path) 
  steerings = np.asarray(steering) 
  return image_paths, steerings 
 image_paths, steerings = load_img_steering(datadir + '/IMG', data) 
 
#Spilliting of Training and Validation Data 
 
X_train, X_valid, y_train, y_valid = train_test_split(image_paths, steerings, 
test_size=0.2, random_state=6) 
print('Training Samples: {}\nValid Samples: {}'.format(len(X_train), 
len(X_valid))) 
 
#Plotting of the previoous split 
 
fig, axes = plt.subplots(1, 2, figsize=(12, 4)) 
axes[0].hist(y_train, bins=num_bins, width=0.05, color='blue') 
axes[0].set_title('Training set') 
axes[1].hist(y_valid, bins=num_bins, width=0.05, color='red') 
axes[1].set_title('Validation set') 
 
#Data Augmentation Transformation Techniques 
 
def zoom(image): 
  zoom = iga.Affine(scale=(1, 1.3)) 
  image = zoom.augment_image(image) 
  return image 
 
def pan(image): 
  pan = iga.Affine(translate_percent= {"x" : (-0.1, 0.1), "y": (-0.1, 0.1)}) 
  image = pan.augment_image(image) 
  return image 
 
def img_random_brightness(image): 
    brightness = iga.Multiply((0.2, 1.2)) 
    image = brightness.augment_image(image) 
    return image 
 
def img_random_flip(image, steering_angle): 
    image = cv2.flip(image,1) 
    steering_angle = -steering_angle 
    return image, steering_angle 
 
#Random application of Data augmentation techniques on the Dataset  
 
def random_augment(image, steering_angle): 
    image = mpimg.imread(image) 
    if np.random.rand() < 0.5: 
      image = pan(image) 
    if np.random.rand() < 0.5: 
! "##$%&'(!)!*+,-.! !
      image = zoom(image) 
    if np.random.rand() < 0.5: 
      image = img_random_brightness(image) 
    if np.random.rand() < 0.5: 
      image, steering_angle = img_random_flip(image, steering_angle) 
     





    img = img[60:135,:,:] 
    img = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_RGB2YUV) 
    img = cv2.GaussianBlur(img,  (3, 3), 0) 
    img = cv2.resize(img, (200, 66)) 
    img = img/255 




def batch_generator(image_paths, steering_ang, batch_size, istraining): 
   
  while True: 
    batch_img = [] 
    batch_steering = [] 
     
    for i in range(batch_size): 
      random_index = random.randint(0, len(image_paths) - 1) 
       
      if istraining: 
        im, steering = random_augment(image_paths[random_index], 
steering_ang[random_index]) 
      
      else: 
        im = mpimg.imread(image_paths[random_index]) 
        steering = steering_ang[random_index] 
       
      im = img_preprocess(im) 
      batch_img.append(im) 
      batch_steering.append(steering) 
    yield (np.asarray(batch_img), np.asarray(batch_steering))   
x_train_gen, y_train_gen = next(batch_generator(X_train, y_train, 1, 1)) 
x_valid_gen, y_valid_gen = next(batch_generator(X_valid, y_valid, 1, 0)) 
  
#Model Development and Training 
 
def cloning_model(): 
  model = Sequential() 
  model.add(Convolution2D(24, 5, 5, subsample=(2, 2), input_shape=(66, 200, 3), 
activation='elu')) 
  model.add(Convolution2D(36, 5, 5, subsample=(2, 2), activation='elu')) 
  model.add(Convolution2D(48, 5, 5, subsample=(2, 2), activation='elu')) 
  model.add(Convolution2D(64, 3, 3, activation='elu')) 
  model.add(Convolution2D(64, 3, 3, activation='elu')) 
 
   
  model.add(Flatten()) 
   
  model.add(Dense(100, activation = 'elu')) 
  model.add(Dense(50, activation = 'elu')) 
  model.add(Dense(10, activation = 'elu')) 
 
  model.add(Dense(1)) 
   
  optimizer = Adam(lr=1e-4) 
  model.compile(loss='mse', optimizer=optimizer) 
  return model 
model = cloning_model() 
print(model.summary()) 
! "##$%&'(!)!*+,+-! !
history = model.fit_generator(batch_generator(X_train, y_train, 100, 1), 
                                  steps_per_epoch=300,  
                                  epochs=10, 
                                  validation_data=batch_generator(X_valid, 
y_valid,100, 0),                                
                                  validation_steps=200, 
                                  verbose=1, 
                                  shuffle = 1) 
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